LAW FIRM COMMUNICATION SKILLS CURRICULUM
First & Second Year Associates
Presentation Skills for Associates
Presentation skills are essential for successful attorneys. Exec|Comm's half‐day
Presentation Skills seminar prepares attorneys to project: confidence, poise,
conviction, and clear thinking in various presentation settings from formal stand‐
up to less formal sit‐down situations. When participants complete this course,
they will:





present a polished, professional manner.
speak fluently and gesture naturally.
quickly organize a presentation for greatest audience impact.
respond to questions.

Third & Fourth Year Associates
Dynamic Client Meetings
At some point early in their career, associates realize that their long‐term success
at the firm depends as much on developing client relationships as churning out
billable hours. Providing them with the know‐how to run a successful client
meeting therefore becomes vital.
Exec|Comm’s Dynamic Client Meeting
program is designed to help mid‐level associates:







prepare in advance for more productive meetings.
understand communication styles (theirs and others).
increase their professional presence and self confidence.
improve their listening and probing skills.
present information clearly.
handle questions and answers effectively.
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Fifth & Sixth Year Associates
Managing Professionally
As associates gain seniority, their responsibilities evolve. Because of partners’
busy schedules, senior associates often are expected to help guide and develop
junior attorneys. Exec|Comm’s Managing Professionally program helps mid and
senior‐level associates build mentoring skills by teaching effective ways to
delegate assignments to junior associates and methods for communicating
performance feedback. During the program, attorneys will learn to:
 develop more productive work relationships with junior
associates.
 understand how their own communication style and that of
other associates affects interactions.
 project an open and approachable manner.
 practice focused listening skills.
 acquire techniques to strategically plan for delegating an
assignment and giving constructive feedback.

Senior Associates & Partners
Presentation Skills for Partners (“Winning the Beauty Pageant”)
As business presentations become more sophisticated, lawyers are expected to
keep up. Exec|Comm’s Presentation Skills for Partners course prepares partners
for major presentations, including the “beauty pageants” law firms often must
engage in to secure business. In addition to the skills covered in the presentation
skills course offered to associates, participants in this course will learn to:





design an effective visual presentation.
deliver a computer generated presentation.
control any nervousness.
maintain control of the direction of the discussion during question and
answer sessions.
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Managing the Media
This program prepares attorneys for any high‐pressure question and answer
encounter with specific focus on media interviews. Participants will learn to:






project a professional and credible image appropriate for any situation.
quickly organize thoughts for media interviews.
understand media relations and their personal rights.
control hostile questions.
adjust responses and demeanor appropriately for various audiences and
issues.
 control the flow and direction of an interview.
 increase overall communication skills effectiveness.
 manage any media encounter with ease.

Partners
Conducting Performance Reviews
Today's most effective firms know how to train and develop their associates on an
on‐going basis. Retention, poor performance and staff conflicts all negatively
impact a firm's bottom line. Exec|Comm's Conducting Performance Reviews
seminar prepares partners to successfully develop their attorneys by providing
direct and timely communication on performance. In this program, participants
in this program learn to:
 develop more productive work relationships with their associates.
 understand how their personal communication style and the style of
others impacts an evaluation session.
 project an open and approachable manner.
 practice focused listening skills.
 acquire techniques to strategically plan for a feedback session.
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All Attorneys
Action Writing
Exec|Comm's Action Writing program helps attorneys quickly organize thoughts
and communicate clearly and concisely. When participants complete this course,
they will:









write shorter documents.
replace verbosity with precise, concise language.
know when to write concretely and when to write abstractly.
use sentence writing techniques to write interestingly.
eliminate “legalese.”
calculate the readability and clarity of their writing.
organize information quickly and effectively.
learn to adjust their style appropriately for each document’s
purpose and recipient.

Negotiation Skills
This Exec|Comm LLC program is effective for all attorneys at any stage in their
careers. It introduces lawyers to strategies and tactics that build confidence and
lead to successful negotiations. Attorneys will:
 learn to use power and currencies appropriately and effectively when
negotiating.
 evaluate the effectiveness of their personal communication style in
negotiations.
 discover the value of collaboration and practice techniques to
encourage it.
 organize a strategy before, during and after a negotiation.
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Interviewing Skills
This Exec|Comm LLC program gives attorneys a step‐by‐step process they can use
to ensure successful hiring decisions. When participants complete this course,
they will be able to:
 follow the five steps of effective interviewing.
 develop and use a success profile.
 understand the impact of their personal communication style on the
interview process.
 probe and listen for cues within the interview.
 develop a more accurate profile of each candidate.
One‐on‐One Private Counseling
To accommodate the busy schedule of today’s partners and senior associates,
Exec|Comm’s Private Counseling program allows those attorneys to address
communication skills issues in an effective format tailored specifically to their
needs. All of the programs we offer can be conducted one‐on‐one at the
individual attorney’s convenience.
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